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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

S H O P P I N G

C E N T E R

Newmark is pleased to present the opportunity to acquire the fee-simple
interest in Parkway Shopping Center (the “Property” or “Center”), a wellestablished 133,363 square foot neighborhood retail shopping center
located on 10.39 acres in Allentown, Pennsylvania.
Parkway Shopping Center is strategically located along the Lehigh Street retail corridor,
with immediate access from I-78, Route 309 and Route 22, in close proximity to many
national powerhouse retailers, restaurants and services. The Property caters to the densely
populated surrounding area and hosts a variety of daily-needs and e-commerce resistant
tenants. The current ownership has invested $2.1 million into upgrading the Property over
the past four years, including renovations to the monument signage, parking lot, LED
lighting, tenant suite improvements, and other building upgrades.

OFFERING
SUMMARY
$13,425,000
ASKING PRICE

10.67%

STABILIZED CAP RATE

7.00%

IN-PLACE CAP RATE

133,363 SF

The Center is anchored by top value-retailers Family Dollar and Dollar Tree, which operate

RENTABLE AREA

their brand-new side-by-side concept at the Center. The Property is further anchored by

61%

Biomat USA and is complemented by a diverse mix of notable national tenants, including
IHOP, Subway, Woodcraft, Hertz, and H&R Block, as well as regional operators, fast-casual
restaurants, a swim school, and other service providers. Additionally, there is 30,078 square
feet of lower-level space that was recently renovated, allowing an investor the opportunity
to introduce new industrial/warehouse uses to the Property.
The offering presents a unique opportunity to acquire an established neighborhood retail
center in the heart of the Lehigh Valley that offers secure in-place cash flow with more than
5 years of WALT from a seasoned tenant roster, as well as significant value-add potential
via lease-up of the existing vacancy and in-place rents that are 16% below market.

(78% EXCLUDING LOWER LVL)
OCCUPANCY

$940,107
IN-PLACE NOI

5.41 YEARS
WALT

$2.1 MILLION

RECENT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

15.97%

RENTS BELOW MARKET
PERCENTAGE

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
STRONG CASH FLOW WITH SIGNIFICANT
VALUE-ADD UPSIDE
Parkway Shopping Center presents a rare opportunity to
acquire a well-located retail center with significant valueadd upside being offered below replacement cost. The
Property boasts 5.41 years of weighted average lease term
and rents that are 16% below market. New ownership will
be able to capitalize on recent property upgrades to lease
the remaining vacancy at market rents.

NATIONAL ANCHOR TENANTS AND
COMPLIMENTARY E-COMMERCE RESISTANT
RETAILERS
Anchored by Dollar Tree (9,806 SF), Family Dollar (9,795
SF), and Biomat USA (15,000 SF), the Property features
a wealth of high-performing national/credit tenants that
comprise 64% of the economic occupancy. The remainder
of the tenant roster is made up of complimentary fastcasual restaurants and service providers.

STRONG LEASING MOMENTUM AND 100%
TENANT RETENTION
Recent upgrades to the Property have stimulated leasing
activity and tenant retention, as demonstrated by 37,884
square feet of new leases and renewals since 2020. Current
ownership has renewed 100% of the tenants whose leases
expired during their period of ownership.

$2.1 MILLION IN
RECENT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Since 2019, ownership has invested $2,094,074 into
Property upgrades, including parking lot resurface/restripe, monument sign, LED lighting upgrade, lower level
renovations, tenant signage, tenant suite improvements,
and other upgrades.

STRONG COVID PERFORMANCE
The Property performed extremely well throughout

ESTABLISHED CENTER
WITH EXCELLENT VISIBILITY

the pandemic and did not lose a single tenant. Leasing

Located in the heart of the Lehigh Valley, Parkway Shopping

activity is strong, and all tenants are current on rent.

Center is desirably situated along Lehigh Street, a major retail
thoroughfare, which has an average daily traffic count of 24,738

STRATEGIC RETAIL LOCATION

cars. The Property features prominent signage and visibility

The Center benefits from its location along a highly

along Lehigh Street with a signalized intersection at the

trafficked retail corridor within a dense residential

entrance for convenient access.

area of 131,603 residents and 48,175 households in a
3-mile radius. The Property primarily caters to the

CONSISTENTLY STRONG MARKET FUNDAMENTALS

surrounding neighborhoods and is poised to take

As of Q1 2022, the Allentown retail market had a vacancy rate of

advantage of additional healthcare demand.

4.9%, and the Lehigh Valley retail submarket had a vacancy rate
of 5.1%. Since 2006, the vacancy rate in the market has remained
roughly within one percentage point between 4.5% and 5.5%.

EXPANDING DISCOUNT RETAIL MARKET
TOP 10 RETAILERS IN U.S. BY STORE COUNT (2021)

States, with the three largest retailers being Dollar General

20,000

(NYSE:DG), Dollar Tree (NASDAQ: DLTR) and Family Dollar

8,000

operates more than 18,000 locations nationally and boasts

6,000

having a physical location within 5 miles of 75% of the U.S.

4,000

population. Dollar Tree and Family Dollar operate roughly
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combined . Dollar General, the largest retailer by U.S. footprint,
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Walmart, Kroger, Rite Aid, Albertsons, Aldi, Target and Costco
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operate more locations nationally than major retailers CVS,
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(Dollar Tree subsidiary). Combined, dollar store companies
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There are currently over 35,000 dollar stores in the United

EXPANSION
Despite a global pandemic, Dollar General, Dollar Tree and Family Dollar continued their impressive expansion, adding over 3,000 stores in
2020 and 2021, amounting to nearly half of all new national retail openings nationwide in 2021. The retailers have shown no sign of slowing
down their expansion post-pandemic, with Dollar General planning to open an additional 1,110 stores in 2022. Dollar Tree will also continue
its aggressive expansion, with plans to open over 590 stores in 2022.
Dollar stores have expanded their footprint and expanded their product selection. In response to increased demand for fresh groceries
and produce across the country, both retailers began selling perishable goods in select locations in 2021, driving a tremendous amount
of traffic to such stores. For example, foot traffic at Dollar General, is up 32% from pre-pandemic levels, far outpacing the 3% increase at
traditional retailer Walmart.
Furthermore, economic conditions and consumer spending habits have driven demand for discount retailers. Macroeconomic pressures
and global supply chain issues have forced many American consumers to increasingly weigh value and price in their purchasing decisions,
often making dollar stores the most attractive option for many.

“

PERFORMANCE
Robust macro and micro demand factors have resulted in extremely
strong growth and financial performance for the sector’s two largest
players, Dollar General and Dollar Tree. Combined, the companies saw
15% year-over-year revenue growth from 2020 to 2021 and over 60%
year-over-year growth in operating cash flow over the same period.
This growth is expected to continue, as the combination of increased

Over 40% of New
Stores Opening in
the U.S. [in 2021]
Are Dollar Stores

product selection, value-driven pricing, and strong geographic footprint

Source: Money.com

has positioned the retailers to withstand all economic conditions.

OPERATING CASH FLOW 2019-2021

TOTAL REVENUE 2019-2021

4,500,000

$35,000,000
$33,000,000

Value In Thousands ($)

Value In Thousands ($)

4,000,000
3,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000

$29,000,000
$27,000,000
$25,000,000
$23,000,000
$21,000,000
$19,000,000
$17,000,000

1,500,000
1,000,000

$31,000,000

$15,000,000
2019
Dollar General

2020

2021

Dollar Tree
Source: The Wall Street Journal

2019
Dollar General

2020

2021

Dollar Tree

Source: The Wall Street Journal

PROPERTY SUMMARY
1471 LEHIGH ST, ALLENTOWN,
PENNSYLVANIA 18103

10.39 AC

61%

523 SPACES

ADDRESS

(78% EXCLUDING LOWER LVL)
OCCUPANCY

133,363 SF

TOTAL RENTABLE AREA

LAND AREA

PARKING COUNT

1959/2000 & 2019-2022
YEAR BUILT/RENOVATED

103,285 SF

B-4 (SHOPPING CENTER BUSINESS
DISTRICT)

30,078 SF

549691278849-1

TOTAL RENTABLE AREA LESS LOWER LVL SPACE

LOWER LVL SQUARE FOOTAGE

5.41 YEARS
WALT

ZONING

APN

SITE PLAN

ACCESS
The Property is primarily accessible to and from
Interstate 78, which is located along the South side of
the Property. I-78 accesses the subject’s locale via the
Lehigh Street interchange, just south of the subject site.
Other major highways serving the subject’s market area
are PA Route 309 and I-476, which are both 5 miles
away from the Property.
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$175,995 spent to
whitebox unit 25

CONSTRUCTION &
BUILDING SYSTEMS

BUILDING SYSTEMS

FOUNDATION

Heating and cooling are primarily provided by gas fired package units

The foundation consists reinforced-concrete slab-on-grade with
continuous strip footings at the perimeter and isolated spread
footings at interior bearing locations.

EXTERIOR WALLS
The exterior wall structure includes a combination of CMU blocks,
pre-cast concrete panels and painted metal panels. Property
entrances are tempered glass set in anodized aluminum frames.

ROOF
The primary roofs are low-slope consisting of a single-ply Ethylene
Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM) membrane and thermoplastic
polyolefin (TPO) membrane.

HVAC
mounted on the roofs, while some spaces are serviced by split system
units consist of pad mounted condensers and gas-fired furnaces.

PLUMBING
The water and sanitary sewer are master metered within the Property.
The plumbing system is assumed to be adequate for existing use and
in compliance with local law and building codes.

ELECTRICITY
Electricity is provided by two main vaults and distributed from 12
electric rooms. Electric service is individually metered to each tenant
suite. All electric work is assumed to be in accordance with local law
and building codes.

UTILITIES
Water & Sewer

Lehigh County Authority

Natural Gas

UGI

Electricity

PPL

RECENT CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
CAPITAL SUMMARY
Item

Spent/paid

New Pylon signage

$134,127

HVAC

$19,499

Roof [1]

$215,950

Asphalt

$116,388

Family Dollar TI/LC costs

$105,537

Dollar Tree CapEx

$602,417

State Farm TI/LC

$52,920

Adapt RX TI [2]

$140,000
$61,974

Hertz TI
Basement complete remodel, new FLS and Sprinkler

$189,700

Unit 25 White Box Remodel

$175,955

Paint exterior

$45,450

Storm Drain Improvements

$30,125

New Lighting in Parking Lot
Foundation slab and Interior wall in Creative Kids space

$20,201
$123,734

Tobacco Shop Relocation

$60,097

Total Spent to date

$2,094,074

[1] Estimated $60K for unit 25’s roof. Work is complete, but final pricing to vendor not finalized
[2] In progress, ~$60k is for HVAC replacement and All new façade/store front

“

New Side-by-Side Dollar Tree
and Family Dollar Store Design

LEHIGH VALLEY RETAIL MARKET OVERVIEW
The Lehigh Valley is a key distribution hub for goods between the densely
populated Interstate 95 corridor from Washington DC and North to New York
City. The region’s employment base is primarily made up of manufacturing and
healthcare workers. To support the employment base, Lehigh Valley’s retail market
is made up of nearly 49 million square feet of commercial space.
The Lehigh Valley retail market is extremely stable. Since 2006, the vacancy rate in
the market has remained roughly within one percentage point between 4.5% and
5.5%. The retail market is supported by the low cost of living, which is 10% below the
overall US average and translates to higher effective buying power for consumers.
Unlike many markets, Lehigh Valley’s retail market remained relatively stable
during 2020 and 2021. Despite the pandemic, the approximately 49 million square
foot market saw very minimal negative net absorption in 2020 and the market
experienced positive net absorption in Q1 2022.

48,980,815 SF

$14.02 PSF

29,392 SF

17,888 SF

TOTAL INVENTORY

2021 CONSTRUCTION
DELIVERIES

5.1%

VACANCY RATE
2022 YTD

DIRECT AVG.
ASKING RENT

NET ABSORPTION
2022 YTD

ALLENTOWN RETAIL MARKET OVERVIEW
Allentown’s retail market has performed extremely well despite the circumstances of 2020 and 2021. In 2021 and 2022 YTD, Allentown
had positive net absorption of 29,843 square feet while maintaining a higher rental rate and lower vacancy than the Lehigh Valley as a
whole. Since 2006, the vacancy rate has remained at or below 5.6%, showcasing the constant, strong demand for national, regional, and
local tenants to service the consumer base.

Allentown’s retail market has maintained at
or below 5.6% vacancy since 2006.
13,107,866 SF

4.9%

0 SF

21,758 SF

TOTAL INVENTORY

2021 CONSTRUCTION DELIVERIES

$15.32 PSF

VACANCY RATE 2022 YTD

DIRECT AVG. ASKING RENT

NET ABSORPTION 2022 YTD

DIRECT AVERAGE ASKING RENT AND VACANCY

NET ABSORPTION AND CONSTRUCTION
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Construction Deliveries (SF)
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CONTACTS
RETAIL INVESTMENT SALES

PRIVATE CAPITAL GROUP

LEASING EXPERTS

FINANCING CONTACT

THOMAS DOBROWSKI
Vice Chairman
t 212-372-0751
thomas.dobrowski@nmrk.com
NY RE Lic. #10301211787

MARK SCHUESSLER
Managing Director
t 310-201-2075
mark.schuessler@nmrk.com
CA RE Lic. #02033871

JAMES BALLIET
President, Keller Williams
t 610-972-6808
james@jbpropertygroup.com
PA RE Lic. #RS227612L

JASON ROTH
Managing Director
t 310-407-6502
jason.roth@nmrk.com
CA RE Lic. #02085245

KATHARINE FRENCH
Managing Director
t 212-372-0736
katharine.french@nmrk.com
NY RE Lic. #10401253208

RYAN PLUMMER
Managing Director
t 310-407-6570
ryan.plummer@nmrk.com
CA RE Lic. #01765854

MICHAEL SHEFTEL
Realtor, Keller Williams
t 610-360-6581
michael@jbpropertygroup.com
PA RE Lic. #RS328844

DAVID ZAMBRATTO
Associate Director
t 212-372-0742
david.zambratto@nmrk.com
NY RE Lic. #10401322058

JORDAN GARCIA
Financial Analyst
t 310-201-2072
jordan.garcia@nmrk.com
CA RE Lic. #02090086

Corporate License #01355491
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified and no guarantee, warranty or representation,
either express or implied, is made with respect to such information. Terms of sale or lease and availability are subject to change or withdrawal without notice.

